
Conclusions: Gene expression patterns of neurons derived
from patients with depression differ according to their response
to two common antidepressants from different groups. The iden-
tification of distinct drug response dependent expression patterns
in derived neurons can help elucidate mechanisms underlying
antidepressant activity, supporting new drug development and
response prediction.
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Introduction: Tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) have an important
role in pharmacotherapy of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD).
TCA dosing is aimed at achieving a concentration in the thera-
peutic window. Due to inter-individual differences in activity of
Cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2D6 and 2C19, (enzymes involved in
TCA metabolism) patients require an individualized dose. Cur-
rently, finding of a suitable dosage is a process of trial-and-error,
including multiple drug concentration measurements and dose
adjustments. A starting dose based on a patient CYP2D6 and
CYP2C19 metabolizer phenotype may contribute to achieving a
therapeutic concentration more quickly, possibly resulting in
higher treatment efficacy and the occurrence of fewer adverse
effects.
Objectives:We aimed to study whether genotype-informed dosing
in TCAs leads to faster attainment of therapeutic plasma concen-
trations, a higher reduction of depression severity symptoms and
less adverse effects.
Methods: We conducted a double-blind randomized clinical trial,
in which patients (18-65 years) diagnosed with severe MDD and
eligible for treatment with a TCA were randomized in two treat-
ment arms: The intervention arm (Pharmacogenetics Informed
Treatment; PIT) and standard treatment (Treatment As Usual;
TAU). Patients were treated with nortriptyline, clomipramine or
imipramine for seven weeks and depressive symptom severity and
adverse effects were monitored weekly. The primary outcome
measure, time needed to attain a therapeutic drug concentration,
was analyzed using Kaplan-Meier analyses. The secondary out-
come measures, reduction in depressive symptoms and adverse
effects, were analyzed with mixed model linear regression.
Results: In total, we randomized 111 patients. The PIT group
(n=56) reached a therapeutic plasma concentration significantly
faster (Kaplan Meier, X2 (1) = 4.3, p=0.039) compared to TAU
(n=55), especially for patients treated with nortriptyline. On aver-
age depressive symptoms decreased relatively more in PIT than in
TAU, although this was not significantly different: F(6) = 0.45, p =
0.84. The severity of adverse events during the study period differed
significantly between PIT and TAU (F(6)=3.10, p=0.008). PIT
experienced fewer adverse effects than TAU, especially in the last
two weeks of the study.

Conclusions:Genotype-informed dosing leads to faster attainment
of therapeutic TCA concentrations and does not lead to more
adverse effects. Although we were not able to demonstrate that
genotype-informed dosing leads to a significantly better response,
we conclude that pharmacogenetics can contribute to the optimiza-
tion of pharmacological treatment. Future research may focus on
subgroups for which pharmacogenetics may be of great value, such
as specific antidepressants or patients with an abnormal pharma-
cogenetic profile.
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Introduction: Rapid-acting therapies remain an unmet need in the
treatment of major depressive disorder (MDD) and postpartum
depression (PPD). Zuranolone (ZRN) is being evaluated as a once-
daily, oral, 14-day treatment for adult patients withMDD and PPD.
Objectives: To evaluate the efficacy (assessed by Montgomery–
Åsberg Depression Rating Scale [MADRS]) and safety of ZRN
versus placebo across clinical studies with MDD and PPD.
Methods: In 5 completed Phase 2/3 placebo-controlled randomised
studies of once-daily ZRN 30 or 50mg in adults withMDDor PPD,
improvement in depressive symptoms was assessed at Day 15 (end
of 14-day treatment) by change from baseline in MADRS total
score and the percentage of patients achievingMADRS response (≥
50% improvement from baseline in total score) and remission (total
score ≤ 10). Safety was assessed throughout.
Results: Patients in the ZRN arm achieved improvements in
depressive symptoms, as assessed by MADRS. Improvements in
MADRS total score at Day 15 were observed in all 5 studies and
were nominally significant (p < 0.05) versus placebo in 4 studies
(Fig. 1). Percentage of patients achieving response and/or remis-
sion in the ZRN arm was numerically greater than placebo in all
MDD studies and significantly greater than placebo in the PPD
studies (Fig. 2 and 3). ZRN was generally well tolerated with
consistent safety and tolerability profiles across studies. The most
common treatment-emergent adverse events (≥5 % in ZRN treat-
ment arm) were headache, somnolence, dizziness, nausea, sedation,
diarrhea, upper respiratory tract infection, fatigue, and COVID-19.
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Conclusions: In the 5 completed clinical studies, rapid improve-
ment in depressive symptoms assessed by MADRS was observed
across studies of adults with MDD and PPD who received a 14-day
treatment of once-daily ZRN. In all studies, ZRNwas generally well
tolerated. These data support further development of ZRN as a
potential oral, rapid-acting treatment for patients with MDD
or PPD.
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